Introduction
============

*Escherichia coli* K12 is a commensal bacteria and one of the best-studied model organisms. *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium, on the other hand, is a facultative intracellular pathogen. Current estimates put the divergence of the *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium strains approximately 100--160 Ma, which is about the same time frame as the divergence of the placental mammals ([@mst029-B27]). These two prokaryotic species can be considered related phylogenetically ([@mst029-B40]; [@mst029-B10]). They share a large amount of their genetic material, which has often been termed the "core genome\" and typically varies between 2,500 and 3,100 orthologous genes (between 50% and 70% of the whole genome, depending on the used methodology) for the class of enterobacteria ([@mst029-B36]; [@mst029-B9]; [@mst029-B30]). Despite their shared core genome, both species display very different lifestyles, and it is unclear to what extent the core genome, apart from the species-specific genes, plays a role in this lifestyle divergence. Although these genes in the core genome are highly similar at the sequence level, it is uncertain whether they have retained the same function in both species ([@mst029-B4]) as they reside in a different genomic background and are thus are not functionally independent of the species-specific genes. Furthermore, gene expression is known to be optimized throughout evolution toward the changes in an organism\'s lifestyle and the niche that it occupies ([@mst029-B7]; [@mst029-B33]; [@mst029-B32]; [@mst029-B6]). This often occurs by changing the regulatory programs for specific genes with the loss and gain of regulatory elements that impact the organisms regulatory network ([@mst029-B54]; [@mst029-B21]). Divergence of expression domains are the most direct manifestations of such network rewiring, as it is difficult to identify the impact of certain changes relying on the sequence alone. Even minor changes in the regulatory network, such as a single point mutation in a transcription factor (TF), can result in radical changes of the phenotype ([@mst029-B34]; [@mst029-B20]). In this study, we want to explore if there are any indications that orthologous gene pairs have different expression domains in *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium and whether these unique expression domains might be related to the differences in lifestyle and biological niche.

In this article, we analyzed the conservation and divergence of expression domains of the *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium core genome to better understand the impact of expression divergence on organism-specific tuning toward a specific environment. We used the cross-platform expression compendia of *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium available on COLOMBOS ([@mst029-B12]) and relied on the "iterative comparison of coexpression\" methodology ([@mst029-B11]; [@mst029-B47]) to compare the expression data for the orthologs of both species. We demonstrate that within the core genome, several genes have diverged expression wise, whereas others seem to have been strongly conserved. To further assess the functional and transcriptional characteristics of the core genes, we identify sets of functional expression classes. These classes show different levels of expression conservation (EC) and can be related to the differences in lifestyle between both bacteria.

Results
=======

Orthologous gene mapping of *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium resulted in 2,886 unambiguous gene pairs that we shall term the core genome for the purposes of this article ([@mst029-B31]). The degree to which the expression of each orthologous gene pair was conserved was estimated using the "iterative comparison of co-expression (ICC)\" methodology. This method evaluates the EC of a single orthologous gene pair from microarray compendia from different species, despite the compendia consisting of different conditions. The output for each gene pair is a value termed the EC score, which is calculated by estimating the retention of the similarity in expression domains to all other genes in the core genome. Analyses that compare these EC scores with protein and gene promoter similarities indicate a difference between sequence similarity and EC (see [supplementary material S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online). This has already been observed in past studies of eukaryotic species ([@mst029-B53]; [@mst029-B11]), and it supports our primary hypothesis that the core genome, despite being similar in amino acid content, could have altered its function by divergence of expression regulation. In the following sections, we will further explore which genes are most diverged or conserved expression wise.

Bimodal Distribution Reflects EC and Divergence
-----------------------------------------------

The distribution of the EC scores of the orthologous gene pairs is given in [figure 1](#mst029-F1){ref-type="fig"}. The distribution consists of two peaks (or "modes\"), one at 0.3 and a smaller one at 0.6. There are also several gene pairs whose EC score is negative, indicating orthologs whose expression domains tend to be reversed in these two compendia. The full listing of the orthologous genes and their scores can be found in [supplementary data set S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online. To facilitate comparison between the EC scores, we quantified the level of variability that can arise when the conservation and divergence is known. To this end, we constructed background distributions both for the case of expression divergence and for the case of perfect EC. The divergence background distribution is shown in [figure 1](#mst029-F1){ref-type="fig"}. As can be seen, the EC scores of gene pairs with permutated expression values vary between −0.6 and 0.7. Additionally, we also created a background distribution for the case of conserved gene expression domains by splitting the largest expression compendium, namely *E. coli,* into two equal halves (multiple times), with each half containing a different set of microarray experiments. The two *E. coli* compendia are then compared against each other ([fig. 1](#mst029-F1){ref-type="fig"}). In effect, we are simulating perfect conservation by comparing a species to itself but accounting for the presence of different experimental setups and conditions in both expression compendia. Surprisingly, the correlation score of a perfectly conserved gene pair can vary between −0.5 and 1. The fact that the score can be so low, even when expression should be perfectly conserved, can be attributed to the condition dependency of the EC score. Indeed, when cross-comparing the split compendium where the experimental conditions are similar in either half, the resulting EC scores are much higher (see [supplementary material S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online). Although the EC score was specifically developed to compare expression compendia that do not necessarily survey the same biological conditions, a different set of conditions does affect the observed correlations between genes of the same species and hence also the EC scores. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 1.Distribution of the EC score between the orthologous genes of *Escherichia coli* and *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium depicted by its kernel smoothed density estimate (blue line). The distribution of the EC scores for gene pairs with randomized expression values, which represent the estimated score given no conservation of expression, is shown as a red line. The distribution of the EC scores resulting from comparison of the *E. coli* compendium to itself with data from different experiments is shown as a green line and represents the estimated score given perfect conservation of expression.

Taken together, both background distributions provide an explanation for the bimodal nature of the EC scores\' distribution: The peaks represent overall expression divergence and conservation levels. The large overlap between the two background distributions also shows that for the majority of gene pairs, it will be difficult to reliably estimate the degree of conservation based on the EC scores beyond the coarse distinction of "divergent\" or "conserved\" for gene pairs with the most extreme EC scores. Using these background distributions, we can estimate the number of genes we expect to have diverged expression. We expect the found EC distribution to be a mix between genes that have conserved their expression domains and those that have diverged. As each background represents either conserved or diverged expression domains, the most likely combination of the two background distributions into the found EC distribution between the two compendia can be used as a measure for the fraction of diverged genes. This analysis ([supplementary material S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online) estimated that approximately 25% of the genes have divergent expression domains between these two species.

The Basal Cellular Machinery Has the Most Conserved Expression Domains
----------------------------------------------------------------------

There is significant overlap between the conserved and the divergent background distribution, thus only for gene pairs with extreme EC scores can we judge if the expression domains have remained conserved or not. To evaluate the relationship between EC and biological function, we selected a restrictive set of genes with strongly conserved expression and a set with low EC scores.

The estimated background distribution for nonconserved genes never achieves a score higher than 0.7. It can therefore be reasonable to assume that gene pairs with a higher EC score are very likely to have conserved expression domains, so we define a restrictive set of genes with conserved expression at a cutoff of 0.7. This results in a set of 335 genes, which are enriched in the gene ontology (GO) for a number of not only key cellular processes ([table 1](#mst029-T1){ref-type="table"}), such as protein translation, ribosome biogenesis, and gene transcription, but also metabolic processes, such as the biosynthesis of nucleotides and fatty acids. Genes involved in key cellular processes seem to also have strongly conserved expression between these two compendia. Table 1.GO Enrichment of Conserved and Divergent Genes.GO*P*Genes with divergent expression    Phospholipid biosynthetic process4.87 × 10^−6^    Lipid A biosynthetic process1.81 × 10^−5^    Biosynthetic process3.15 × 10^−5^    Catabolic process1.44 × 10^−5^    Metabolic process6.55 × 10^−6^Genes with conserved expression    Translation1.42 × 10^−52^    Regulation of translation6.79 × 10^−7^    Translational termination\<1 × 10^−60^    Translational elongation\<1 × 10^−60^    Protein metabolic process4.99 × 10^−33^    Gene expression8.67 × 10^−19^    Transcription termination\<1 × 10^−60^    tRNA metabolic process4.65 × 10^−5^    tRNA aminoacylation for protein translation1.37 × 10^−6^    ncRNA metabolic process9.04 × 10^−7^    tRNA aminoacylation2.68 × 10^−6^    Ribosome biogenesis3.80 × 10^−5^    Macromolecule metabolic process1.85 × 10^−16^    Macromolecular complex subunit organization1.01 × 10^−7^    Primary metabolic process1.23 × 10^−19^    Metabolic process2.82 × 10^−23^    Nucleotide biosynthetic process1.25 × 10^−6^    Nucleoside biosynthetic process1.80 × 10^−6^    Purine ribonucleotide biosynthetic process3.65 × 10^−5^    Purine ribonucleoside biosynthetic process4.13 × 10^−5^    Ribonucleotide biosynthetic process8.55 × 10^−7^    Ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis3.8 × 10^−5^    Amino acid derivative metabolic process1.87 × 10^−5^    Fatty acid biosynthetic process1.24 × 10^−7^

As an additional comparison, we collected a list of essential genes for *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium: genes that when knocked-out do not allow growth under normal laboratory conditions. This is the case for 300 *E. coli* genes, of which 272 are in the core genome. In the restrictive set of genes with conserved expression (score \> 0.7), there are 104 essential genes, a significant enrichment with a *P* value of 5.58 × 10^−12^. For *S.* Typhimurium, 253 genes have been designated essential, and of these, 162 are in the core genome. In this case, 40 of the conserved genes are labeled as essential (enrichment *P* value of 4.42 × 10^−7^). Based on the orthologous gene pair mapping between these two species, the overlap of the essential core genes in *E. coli* and those of *S.* Typhimurium is a list of 72 genes (see [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online). From this list, 32 genes can be found in our conserved expression gene set (enrichment *P* value of 2.25 × 10^−12^).

In a similar manner, we could attempt to define a set of diverged genes. In this case, it is, however, less evident as the conserved distribution was able to achieve scores almost as low as the found EC values for the *E. coli*--*S.* Typhimurium comparison. Given the two background distributions and the 25% divergent genes that we estimated before, we take an arbitrary cutoff of −0.1, for which we can expect a false-positive rate of 0.42, that is, 42% of the gene pairs with an EC score lower than −0.1 can be expected to be conserved. This is a set of 173 orthologous pairs that are enriched for biosynthesis of phospholipids and lipid A ([table 1](#mst029-T1){ref-type="table"}). The latter is of specific interest as lipid A has been postulated to cause toxicity in *Salmonella* infections ([@mst029-B23]). Furthermore, genes involved in the synthesis of lipid A have been associated with antibiotic resistance. For example; the *E. coli* genes *arnABCD* and *eptA* are all assigned a score less than −0.1 and are involved in lipid A biosynthesis and polymyxin resistance. It has already been noticed that there is a difference in polymyxin resistance between *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium and that this is indeed due to divergent transcription regulation of exactly these genes ([@mst029-B35]; [@mst029-B54]; [@mst029-B38]). The diverged set was also significantly depleted (*P* value: 0.0018) in essential *E. coli* genes, containing only six essential *E coli* genes. This set also contains only three essential *S.* Typhimurium genes (depletion *P* value: 0.0094). Interestingly, despite being essential in both organisms, both the *ftsZ* and *thrS* orthologous gene pairs have a very low EC score (−0.326 and −0.310, respectively).

Functional Expression Classes
-----------------------------

The cutoffs used earlier to define a set of diverged and conserved genes were very strict and did not provide any information on the majority of the core genes (the ones that reside in the region where both background distributions overlap). For a more comprehensive analysis of the entire core genome, we first created "functional expression classes\" for each organism and then evaluated how these correspond with the calculated EC scores. Functional expression classes were defined based on a hierarchical clustering of the correlation matrices that were constructed for each species. In this way, genes are not grouped together based on the similarity of expression profiles under specific conditions (as one would in a normal clustering or biclustering approach) but based on a similar expression correlation toward the other genes in the compendium. This has the advantage of finding broad common expression relationships present in the entire compendium. As we will show, these functional expression classes are biologically relevant and can be directly related to the divergence of the expression domains. Functional expression classes could also be constructed for the full genome, instead of only the core genome, of each species and these results are discussed in [supplementary material S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online.

In *E. coli*, three major functional expression classes appear. As can be seen in [figure 2](#mst029-F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*, the correlation profiles of Ecl1 (1,094 genes) and Ecl2 (734 genes) are more similar than that of Ecl3 (1,058 genes) based on the clustering. See [supplementary data set S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online, for the full listing of genes. The most striking observation is that the Ecl2 genes are internally highly similar (indicating that the genes of Ecl2 are consistently up- and downregulated under similar conditions) and are also generally anticorrelated to the Ecl3 genes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 2.Expression correlation matrices of the genes in the core genome of *Escherichia coli* (*A*) and *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium (*B*). Each value presented in the heatmap is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the expression profile of the gene in the row and the expression profile of the gene in the column from the compendium of the given species. The rows and columns are sorted according to a hierarchical clustering, and functional expression classes were created at a cutoff of 110 distance units. The classes are represented by colored boxes with their hierarchical relationship given in the tree to the left. Each class is labeled *E. coli* class (Ecl) or *S.* Typhimurium class (Scl) appended by a number.

To estimate the functional roles of the genes that are present in each of the three classes, we relied on the annotation of these genes from various heterogeneous data sources. As can be seen from the summary in [table 2](#mst029-T2){ref-type="table"}, Ecl1 seems to contain several genes related to anabolism, energy metabolism, and cell motility. Also present in Ecl1 are several genes related to very specific stresses, such as cation and osmotic stress. The Ecl2 genes mostly encode for proteins responsible for cellular structure and key cellular processes, such as protein translation, gene transcription, and cell division. Thus, most essential genes are present in this expression class. Also, Ecl2 contains various biosynthesis genes of nucleotides and carbohydrates. The Ecl3 genes are mostly involved in nutrient catabolism and stress responses. This is further supported by the enrichment for targets of various global TFs known to be active in these processes and for the targets of σ38, the general stress response sigma factor (SF). This difference in function might explain the general trend of anticorrelation between the Ecl2 genes and the Ecl3 genes, as this seems to represent the switch between growth in a beneficial environment (Ecl2) versus survival in a more hostile environment (Ecl3). Table 2.Functional Evaluation of the *E. coli* Expression Classes.*E. coli* expression classEcl1Ecl2Ecl3No. genes1,094 genes734 genes1,058 genesGO enrich.[^a^](#mst029-TF1){ref-type="table-fn"}ChemotaxisCell divisionMultiorganism processesEnergy metabolismCell wall assemblyCell adhesionAmino acid metabolismCarbohydrate biosynthesisCarbohydrate catabolismNucleotide metabolismNucleotide biosynthesisTransport proteinsCation/osmotic stressTranscriptionAcidity stressTranslationStarvation stressToxin stressOxidative stressFunct. div.[^b^](#mst029-TF2){ref-type="table-fn"}AnabolismAnabolismCatabolism*2.43E-12 enrich. p-val2.2E-3 enrich. p-val*8.51E-6 enrich. p-valCentral metabolism*8.51E-6 enrich. p-val*Ess. genes[^c^](#mst029-TF3){ref-type="table-fn"}60 essential genes204 essential genes8 essential genes*3.3E-9 depl. p-val2.4E-12 enrich. p-val9.8E-45 depl. p-val*TF targets[^d^](#mst029-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}FlhDCLexACRP(TrpR)SoxSIHF(TyrR)DnaAFhlA(Lrp)PurRNarPGadECysBSF targets[^d^](#mst029-TF4){ref-type="table-fn"}σ28σ70σ38(σ70)(σ24)SF present[^e^](#mst029-TF5){ref-type="table-fn"}σ28σ54σ24σ32σ38σ70[^2][^3][^4][^5][^6]

For *S.* Typhimurium, the division into clusters is not as obvious, and we end up with five major functional expression classes ([fig. 2](#mst029-F2){ref-type="fig"}*b*). Here, the correlation profiles of Scl1 (833 genes) and Scl3 (741 genes) seem to be the most similar (MS) while displaying only weak correlation or anticorrelation to most other functional expression classes. The genes of Scl5 (321 genes) also display a similar pattern to that observed for the two classes Scl1 and Scl3 but seem to have a more pronounced correlation with their own cluster of genes and have a strong anticorrelation with Scl2 (545 genes) and Scl4 (445 genes). Finally, Scl2 and Scl4 also cluster together with similar correlation patterns. The *S.* Typhimurium functional expression classes can be found in [supplementary data set S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online.

The functional roles of these gene clusters based on various gene annotation sources are summarized in [table 3](#mst029-T3){ref-type="table"}. The amount of information available for *S.* Typhimurium is limited, with several important biological processes being heavily underrepresented in the employed annotation, such as anaerobic respiration (six genes) and biofilm formation (one gene). Also as most pathogenic genes in *S.* Typhimurium have no orthologs in *E. coli*, these genes could not be included in this analysis. However, in the comparison with the full genome functional expression classes, it was clear that the genes that were found to be part of the same class as these pathogenic genes are here present in the Scl3 class (see [supplementary material S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online). We relied on additional gene characterizations collected from the literature to bridge the gap in annotation information ([@mst029-B29]; [@mst029-B13]) and included target gene predictions for 48 TFs in *S.* Typhimurium. In summary, we found that Scl1 seemed to be enriched for sulfur compound and vitamin metabolism genes. The genes in the Scl2 class code for most of the key cellular processes and cellular components, and represent the largest fraction of essential genes. Many Scl3 genes can be associated to pathogenesis as we find a number of enriched infection-related biological processes, such as cell adhesion. Scl3 is possibly also related to anaerobic respiration based on the ArcA target enrichment. Scl4 is mostly annotated with aerobic respiration, nitrogen compound biosynthesis, and cell motility. Lastly, the Scl5 class seems to contain a number of stress response genes as is supported by the enrichment of genes associated with the stress response ontology and targets of Fis, a global stress response TF. Table 3.Functional Evaluation of the *S.* Typhimurium Expression Classes.*S. Typhimurium* expression classScl1Scl2Scl3Scl4Scl5No. genes833 genes545 genes741 genes445 genes321 genesGO enrich.[^a^](#mst029-TF6){ref-type="table-fn"}Amino acid biosynthesisCell cycleTransport proteinsAerobic respirationResponse to stressSulfur metabolismCellular component biosynthesisCell adhesionNitrogen compound biosynthesisVitamin biosynthesisLipid biosynthesisCell motilityTranscriptionTranslationInfection genes[^b^](#mst029-TF7){ref-type="table-fn"}11 inf. genes5 inf. genes28 inf. genes5 inf. genes7 inf. genesEssential genes[^c^](#mst029-TF8){ref-type="table-fn"}30 ess. genes64 ess. genes28 ess. genes28 ess. genes12 ess. genesTF pred. targets[^d^](#mst029-TF9){ref-type="table-fn"}(FadR)(ArgP)IclRIscRFis(TyrR)(Fur)NanRFlhDC(PhoP)(GntR)(DnaA)(FNR)(GalR)(FruR)(CRP)(MelR)(GlpR)(ArcA)(H-NS)(SoxS)ArcA pot. targets[^e^](#mst029-TF10){ref-type="table-fn"}36 targets27 targets87 targets46 targets25 targetsSF present[^f^](#mst029-TF11){ref-type="table-fn"}σ24σ28σ32σ54σ38σ70[^7][^8][^9][^10][^11][^12]

Expression Divergence Reflects Differences in Lifestyle
-------------------------------------------------------

Now that we have defined functional expression classes, they can be related back to the EC between *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium. The EC scores of the genes in each expression class are shown in [figure 3](#mst029-F3){ref-type="fig"}. Interestingly, almost every functional expression class can be characterized as either being more conserved or more diverged than average: The distribution of the EC scores are not bimodal but, with only one exception, follow the same pattern as either the conserved or divergent background distributions. The conserved classes have a distribution with a strong peak at higher EC scores with a tail to the left, whereas the diverged classes follow a normal distribution centered around a low EC score. Even when accounting for the variation of the EC score, these classes seem to be conserved or diverged. Regarding the *E. coli* functional expression classes in [figure 3](#mst029-F3){ref-type="fig"}*A*, the genes from Ecl1 seem to be the most diverged in their expression domains with only very few members being assigned a high conservation score. This seems to indicate that at least some of the anabolism and central metabolism-related genes have a different expression pattern in *S.* Typhimurium. On the other hand, the EC scores for Ecl2 are on average the highest. This is in line with our previous observations that most essential *E. coli* genes are present in this class and that the expression patterns of these genes are more conserved than average. The distribution of the Ecl3 scores seems slightly bimodal and is thus the only exception to the general observation. This might indicate that although part of this class has conserved its expression domains between *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium, there is another part that has diverged. From [figure 3](#mst029-F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*, we can conclude that the functional expression classes of *S.* Typhimurium also greatly differ in their expression correlation values. Most of the genes in both Scl1 and Scl3 have a below average conservation score. This is interesting given the relationship that we identified Scl3 as the expression class most related to pathogenesis, with the correlation profiles of Scl1 being very similar to those of Scl3 according to the dendrogram of [figure 3](#mst029-F3){ref-type="fig"}*B*. Again the class most enriched for essential genes has the strongest EC, namely Scl2. Given the overlap between the essential genes of *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium*,* it is likely that many genes from this class have retained their function across these two species and are thus mapped to a similar functional expression class. Many of the Scl5 genes also have a high conservation score but the distribution has a heavy tail, possibly indicating that there is a small set of genes within this class whose expression might have diverged. The genes of Scl4 also tend to be conserved in their expression but less outspoken than Scl2 or Scl5. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 3.Histogram of the EC score distribution for the orthologous genes split by the functional expression classes found in the expression compendia of the core genomes. (*A*) The distribution of EC scores for each of the three *Escherichia coli* classes (Ecl1: green, Ecl2: red, and Ecl3: blue). (*B*) The distribution of EC scores for each of the five *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium classes (Scl1: gray, Scl2: red, Scl3: cyan, Scl4: orange, and Scl5: blue).

[Figure 4](#mst029-F4){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the overlap in gene content of the different functional expression classes between both organisms. Each functional expression class can be found to be enriched for the genes of at least one class of the other organism, thus indicating that these clusters are in some way preserved across evolution. The *S.* Typhimurium genes from Scl2 and Scl4 correspond to the *E. coli* genes in Ecl1 and Ecl2. Indeed, both were assigned similar functional roles in the previous analysis. Both Scl2 and Ecl2 contain genes involved in key cellular processes, such as the synthesis of the cellular components, and both are enriched in essential genes. Also Ecl1 and Scl4 share many similarities: Both include genes for cell motility and are thus regulated by FlhDC in each case, and both also include genes for aerobic respiration. They also share very similar correlation profiles; a high overall correlation to the essential classes (Ecl2 and Scl2, respectively) and a strong inner correlation, which is in line with the high EC scores of Scl2 and Scl4. There is also a strong overlap between the genes of Ecl3 and Scl5. In this case, both Scl5 and Ecl3 were reported to be involved in general stress response. These two classes also display a very similar set of correlation profiles, with a high inner correlation and anticorrelated to the essential class, meaning that the set of genes in this overlap of these two classes have likely been conserved in their functionality, which is further supported by the high EC scores of Scl5. The equivalent class for the pathogen-associated Scl3 seems to be Ecl3 as almost half of the Ecl3 genes map to those of Scl3. Here, both classes seem to be enriched for transporter proteins and targets for various global regulators, such as CRP and IHF. There is a clear difference in the correlation profiles of these two classes though: where all genes of Ecl3 had high inner correlation and were clearly anticorrelated with the essential gene class, this is much less outspoken for Scl3. Furthermore, the correlation between Scl3 and Scl5, where a large segment of the other Ecl3 genes mapped to, is very low. This indicates that the genes of Scl3 have a different expression profile than those of the stress-response cluster unlike the equivalent genes in *E. coli* and explains the poor conservation score of the Scl3 genes and the bimodal distribution of the Ecl3 scores. The other divergent class, namely Scl1, is not only enriched for mapping to Ecl1 but also contains many genes mapping to Ecl3 (neither depleted nor enriched). The main similarity between Scl1 and Ecl1 is that they were enriched for both amino acid metabolism and vitamin biosynthesis. Although Ecl1 was strongly correlated to the essential gene class Ecl2, Scl1 is not and its expression profiles are more related with Scl3. As Scl1 represents the largest mapping to Ecl1, it accounts for the low EC score of both these classes. F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 4.Overlap between the functional expression classes of *Escherichia coli* (columns) and *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium (rows). Reported is the number of orthologous gene pairs in each combination of classes. Numbers printed in bold are overlaps between classes that are significantly enriched (*P* value \< 0.01) and those that are faded out are significantly depleted for each other (*P* value \< 0.01).

The functional expression classes that were overall diverged in their expression warrant further study. Given that these represent a subset of the core compendium, selected independently from the EC scores, their fraction of conserved genes may differ from the original estimation. Indeed, a re-evaluation of this fraction reveals that for the combination of Scl1 and Scl3, the percentage of conserved genes can be estimated at 42%. This signifies that for these classes, the false-positive rate is only 21% at our earlier cutoff of −0.1. A closer look at the genes in both the Scl1 and Scl3 classes that were assigned an EC score of −0.1 reveals a number of interesting genes. The full listing of these genes can be found in [supplementary tables S6](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) and [S7](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online, for Scl1 and Scl3, respectively. The most diverged genes of these classes include many involved with cell adhesion, such as the *E. coli sfmA, sfmC, sfmF, sfmH, flhC, flhD,* and *fimI*. The divergent expression of these genes can be linked to the diversity in lifestyles as cell adhesion is an essential component of many host--cell interactions ([@mst029-B24]). The *sfm* operon is known to be poorly expressed in the *E. coli* K12 strain but is known to promote the adhesion to eukaryotic epithelial cells when they are constitutively expressed ([@mst029-B26]). The importance of this operon is further demonstrated by the fact that the *S.* Typhimurium homolog of *sfmF* has been shown to direct host--cell-specific recognition ([@mst029-B17]). Further, the divergent Scl3 genes include the TF *cysB*. Unlike *E. coli*, *S.* Typhimurium is able to use thiosulphate as an alternative receptor. This provides a growth advantage for *Salmonella* in an inflamed gut ([@mst029-B55]) and *cysB,* as a regulator of sulfur metabolism, could play a role in this process. Additionally, the anti-SF *rseB* gene is also part of the diverged Scl3 set. This anti-SF regulates SF E, which has been known to regulate several virulence genes ([@mst029-B5]; [@mst029-B42]). There are also several pseudouridine synthases present, which are known to modulate macrophage caspase-1 activation in *Francisella tularensis* ([@mst029-B51]). Other genes of interest include *pagP*, a PhoPQ-regulated palmitoyl transferase for lipid A; *sdiA*, a regulator of quorum sensing and virulence ([@mst029-B1]; [@mst029-B52]); permeases of oligopeptides, such as *oppF* and *oppB* ([@mst029-B15]; [@mst029-B41]); and several genes involved in drug resistance, such as *emrE* and *nudF*. Both the Scl1 and Scl3 sets also include many genes with divergent expression, which have not yet been characterized and that might be interesting targets for further study.

Co-Ortholog EC
--------------

The previous analyses were limited to the gene pairs for which there is only one clear ortholog in both species, and thus, the "core genome\" as used here was very strict. The ortholog mapping identified a number of instances where one species had a single copy of a gene, whereas the other had two or more. These genes were not included in the core genome list to avoid ambiguity in the gene mapping. Nevertheless, it would be interesting to investigate to what extent the EC of these genes corresponds to our previous findings. Multiple gene copies in a single organism can be the result of gene duplication and/or gene loss events after these two species diverged or a recent horizontal gene transfer ([@mst029-B28]; [@mst029-B43]; [@mst029-B49]). We shall simply consider all instances as co-orthologs without further distinction, as the goal of this article is to study expression adaptation to the environment and not the evolutionary origin of the genes. In each set of co-orthologs, there is always one copy whose protein sequence is MS to that of the unique copy in the other species. This copy will be referred to as the MS co-ortholog and at face value the most likely to have retained its biological function, in which case it could be expected to show a higher EC than the least similar (LS) co-ortholog. Thus, for each of these instances, the EC score is calculated as before. The EC score can be calculated for every co-ortholog against the unique copy of the other species. The results indicate that on average, the gene identified as the MS co-ortholog has a higher EC score than the LS co-orthologs (with a *P* value of 5.2E-3 in a KS-test), as shown in [figure 5](#mst029-F5){ref-type="fig"}*A*. The more similar protein copy tends to retain more of its expression characteristics, supporting the notion that it is more likely conserve its function. Another way to visualize this is by plotting the EC score for the MS co-orthologs and the LS co-ortholog from the same duplication pair against each other ([fig. 5](#mst029-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B*, more detailed results can be found in [supplementary table S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online). A large number of co-ortholog pairs have similar EC values for both co-orthologs. There is a small segment of pairs where the LS co-ortholog has a higher conservation score than the MS co-ortholog ([fig. 5](#mst029-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* above the diagonal). However, this seems to be more the exception than the rule and is most often case for co-orthologs where both copies have poor EC. The most extreme example is the *S.* Typhimurium *ydcR* gene, which has two co-orthologs in the *E. coli*, namely *yjiR* and *ydcR*, with an EC score of 0.46 and −0.29, respectively. Unfortunately, nothing is known about these genes in either organism except that they are predicted to be GntR-type TFs. Protein sequence alignment shows that the *E. coli ydcR* copy is almost identical to the *S.* Typhimurium gene (data not shown). Although it is not opportune to draw conclusions on their functional divergence based on this analysis alone, these are certainly prime candidates for further investigation. A much larger set of gene pairs follows the expected trend where the MS co-ortholog has a better EC than the LS co-ortholog ([fig. 5](#mst029-F5){ref-type="fig"}*B* under the diagonal). The most extreme case here is for the *S.* Typhimurium *pitA* gene where the *E. coli pitA* and *pitB* co-orthologs have an EC score of 0.76 and −0.60, respectively. Indeed, expression regulation of the MS co-ortholog *pitA* is very different from that of the LS co-ortholog *pitB*: Although both *pitA* and *pitB* encode for a phosphate transporter, *pitA* is constitutively expressed, and *pitB* is only expressed under conditions of phosphate stress ([@mst029-B18]). F[ig]{.smallcaps}. 5.EC score of the co-orthologous gene pairs of *Escherichia coli* and *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium, which were not included in our core genome. EC scores were calculated by integrating each co-ortholog gene pair in turn into the expression correlation matrices and recalculating the EC. The resulting score assigned to the co-ortholog gene pair is considered as its EC score. (*A*) Histogram of the distribution of the EC scores of the MS co-orthologs (blue), which have the highest protein similarity of the gene pairs between the two species in the same co-ortholog cluster, and the LS co-orthologs (red), which are the remainder of the co-ortholog gene pairs. (*B*) Direct comparison of the MS co-ortholog EC (*x* axis) and the LS co-ortholog (*y* axis) EC of the same co-ortholog cluster. The yellow band along the diagonal indicates the segment of the plot where both co-orthologs seem to have diverged their expression at the same rate (within an error margin of 0.2).

Discussion
==========

In this article, we attempted to address the question if the orthologous genes between *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium display the same expression domains. We compared the orthologous genes between these species using the ICC methodology on two publicly available microarray expression compendia. Using background distributions, we estimated that a quarter of the genes in the core genome have divergent expression domains. However, from the same analysis, it was clear that the EC score is very susceptible to changing conditions as we were able to show by comparing the *E. coli* compendia to itself. It is likely that this finding is not unique to this article but will also be present in prior studies that use similar methodologies. The effect of expression variation between different experimental conditions has been studied in the past and found to be not a significant factor in the comparison of expression domains in similar experimental setups as those performed in this article ([@mst029-B11]). However, the size of the used compendia and their consistent condition annotation allowed us to accurately estimate the effect of comparing expression data from different experiments under different conditions. As previously discussed, the potential EC score can be very low even in the case of perfect conservation. This signifies that there is a large error intrinsic to this approach and that EC scores alone are insufficient to conclude if a gene pair has diverged. In this article, we circumvented this weakness by not treating the EC score as an absolute truth but rather as an indication that a gene or a set of genes have likely retained their expression domains or not. In this manner, we saw strong EC for most genes that were essential for growth in both organisms. A result that was not unexpected as it has been noted in prior studies on other organisms ([@mst029-B46]; [@mst029-B48]; [@mst029-B56]).

Further, we were able to show that the expression divergence was largely independent from the protein similarity between gene pairs, as was also found in studies on other data sets ([@mst029-B30]; [@mst029-B22]; [@mst029-B48]). Similar results were found when dealing with co-orthologs, where the divergent gene also tended to have less protein similarity, but again this relationship is far from absolute as we found several exceptions. This too had been observed in other organisms ([@mst029-B53]; [@mst029-B47]). Although it is possible that the bias intrinsic to the EC score due to the variation into the compendia had an effect on these results, they still support the theory that evolution of EC and protein similarity can happen independently.

In a more comprehensive analysis, we identified functional expression classes in each species and related those back to the EC scores for the core genome. These expression classes were functionally consistent and had a common EC. For *E. coli,* we found three clusters that seemed to represent a trade-off between genes responsible for growth and those gene enabling survival under less than ideal conditions. The classes in *E. coli* were also clearly enriched for regulatory programs such as sigma and TFs that are known to play an important role in such conditions. In fact, the correlation profiles of these genes might group together exactly because they share a regulatory program. Indeed, large-scale expression clustering approaches have been known to have a strong relationship to the underlying regulatory network ([@mst029-B50]). The correlation profiles of the orthologous genes in *S.* Typhimurium also feature three classes that correspond to the three classes of *E. coli*, with which they not only share a similar functional annotation but were also estimated to have strong EC. The genes in these classes were primarily involved in growth, biosynthesis of cellular components, aerobic respiration, cell motility, nucleotide biosynthesis, and stress response. *Salmonella enterica* serovar Typhimurium also has two additional classes, Scl1 and Scl3, that show diverged expression domains. Our analysis indicates that the genes in these classes, although representing various "backbone" metabolic pathways, are used in different ways compared with *E. coli* and may help accommodate the virulent life style of *S*. Typhimurium. The involved metabolic pathways cover a variety of biological processes, such as cell adhesion, anaerobic respiration, amino acid metabolism, and sulfur metabolism. Although seemingly disparate categories, it is interesting to note that most enriched amino acid processes were those related to sulfur containing amino acids and that certain sulfur compounds are known to be involved in *Salmonella* virulence. In an inflamed gut, *Salmonella* can rely on thiosulphate as an alternative respiratory electron acceptor to support its growth and gain a competitive advantage, whereas *E. coli* cannot ([@mst029-B19]; [@mst029-B44]; [@mst029-B55]). Additionally, we could directly relate the expression behavior of Scl3 to those of known species-specific (i.e., not part of the core genome) virulence genes of *S.* Typhimurium (see [supplementary material S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online). It seems that being a pathogen is a major cause of the expression variation of *S.* Typhimurium when compared with the commensal *E. coli*. These findings match previous reports where it was found that the transcriptomes of different prokaryotes group together based on lifestyle ([@mst029-B30]). Furthermore, the pathogenesis of *S.* Typhimurium has been linked to several sigma and TFs ([@mst029-B16]), which supports our finding of a "pathogenesis\" functional expression class in *S.* Typhimurium. The genes in this class would be interesting targets for further research into pathogenic traits of *S.* Typhimurium, as they are also present in the nonpathogenic *E. coli* but seem to be functionally different as attested to by their diverging expression.

Materials and Methods
=====================

Data Sets
---------

For the purposes of this article, we worked with the genomes of *E. coli* K12 (NC_000913.2) and *S*. Typhimurium LT2 (NC_003197.1), as these are the strains that have been best characterized for these two species.

The orthologous genes were identified using the OrthoMCL v1.4 algorithm with the default settings on the protein sequences of both strains ([@mst029-B31]). In this manner, we found 2,944 genes with only a single homolog in either species (one-to-one mapping). We also found 75 genes with a single copy in *E. coli* and multiple copies in *S.* Typhimurium and 49 genes in the reverse direction (one-to-many mapping). We disregarded the many-to-many results (48 gene clusters).

The microarray data sets were retrieved from the cross-platform expression compendia COLOMBOS v1.9 ([@mst029-B12]). This data consisted of 1,570 measured conditions for *E. coli* and 925 conditions for *S.* Typhimurium. The 58 genes for which expression values were measured in less than half of the conditions present in either compendia were excluded from further analysis. The resulting list of 2,886 genes is what we refer to as the core genome, that is, a set of genes that have been conserved in both species without any additional duplications. This list of gene pairs was used throughout the entire article unless specifically mentioned otherwise.

EC Calculation
--------------

The EC score is calculated using the ICC methodology ([@mst029-B11]; [@mst029-B47]). In brief, we construct a correlation matrix of 2,886 × 2,886 for each organism by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient between the expression profiles of each pair of core genes with a single organism. Thus, every element of the matrix is the correlation value of the gene on the row versus the gene on the column across every measured condition. This correlation matrix is symmetrical across the diagonal, and the diagonal consists of perfect correlation values. Each row can thus be seen as the correlation profile of a given gene, which lists the correlation of this gene against all the other genes. These correlation matrices are now ordered based on the orthology information, so that the equivalent rows of the two matrices correspond to the correlation profiles of a pair of orthologs. As these matrices have similar dimensionality, we can compare the equivalent rows by calculating their Pearson correlation. To correct for the influence of orthologous genes whose expression has diverged on the final score, the correlation is recalculated giving larger weights to genes of which expression has been conserved between the two species. The weight assigned to each orthologous gene pair is equal to the correlation calculated in the last round and is used in the calculation through a standard weighted Pearson correlation methodology. This process is iterated at least 10 times until an optimum is reached (subsequent iterations do not change the correlation values significantly). For every orthologous gene pair (i.e., every row in both matrices), we acquire a score that measures the conservation of its expression in the two compendia. This score is based on the correlations of the expression values with other orthologous pairs whose expression has been conserved. In effect, every orthologous gene pair is assigned a single value between −1 and 1. In this case, a value of 1 signifies perfect conservation of expression with respect to the correlation with all other genes. Although 0 signifies no conservation in the correlation values between the given gene and the other genes of the compendium. A value of −1 signifies a reverse of expression, that is, the genes that were correlated with the expression of the orthologous gene in a single compendium are anticorrelated with the ortholog in the other compendium and vice versa.

Background EC Distribution
--------------------------

In prior studies, the background distribution in case of no conservation was calculated by swapping the correlation profiles for two genes in a single correlation matrix while keeping the remainder the same and recalculating the conservation score. However, this can create unrealistic situations in the correlation matrix as one might end up with a gene that is poorly correlated with itself within a single compendium. We therefore permute the expression values of a single gene in one of the compendia, recreate the entire correlation matrix, and recalculate the EC score. This process is iterated for every gene pair, and the score for the permutated gene is kept.

The background distribution simulated in the case of conserved expression domains was accomplished by splitting a compendium into two equal halves and applying the ICC methodology on each half as if they were separate species. The background distribution shown in this article is derived from 10 random divisions of the *E. coli* compendium. Similar results were achieved with the *S.* Typhimurium compendium (results not shown). More information about the calculation of the background distribution can be found in [supplementary material S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online.

Gene Ontology
-------------

The GO information for both species was downloaded from the UniProt-GO Annotation database ([@mst029-B8]). Enrichment calculations were achieved by applying a one-sided hypergeometric distribution to each biological process ontology present in the relevant gene set, where the algorithm will propagate up the GO tree as long as no enrichment is found. The *P* value is then adjusted for multiple testing using the Bonferroni correction for all tested ontologies. Any ontology with less than five assigned genes is not shown in the results, so that listings remain brief and only report general ontology categories. Please note that for the gene pair sets (lists of genes from both species), we used the *E. coli* ontology mapping as it is much more comprehensive.

Essential Genes
---------------

The list of essential genes was extracted from the Database of Essential Genes ([@mst029-B57]). For *E. coli*, we used the data from the Keio collection ([@mst029-B3]) (300 essential genes), and for *S.* Typhimurium, the data collected by [@mst029-B25] (243 essential genes)*.* A list of the orthologous gene pairs essential in both species can be found in [supplementary table S1](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online.

Protein Similarity
------------------

The protein similarity as used in this article was calculated by Protein--Protein Blast 2.2.23 as applied on the protein sequences of the orthologous gene pairs ([@mst029-B2]). The score reported as positive amino acid hits in the alignment (sequence identity) was then extracted from the results and divided by the alignment length. Using other measures (Blast *E* value, bit score, and coding sequence nucleotide alignment score) gave similar results (data not shown).

Intergenic Nucleotide Sequence Alignment
----------------------------------------

The intergenic regions were acquired for both species by extracting the nucleotide sequence upstream from the translation start site of every gene toward the edge of the previous gene. To only compare promoter regions, this was only done for genes that are assigned as being first in their operon in the *E. coli* RegulonDB database v7.2 ([@mst029-B14]). The sequences of each orthologous gene pair were then aligned with the Needleman--Wunsch algorithm. The settings used were 1 for a match, −1 for a mismatch, and −2 for the gap penalty. The end gap penalty was set at 0, so that sequences at different lengths are not penalized. The eventual alignment score is then divided by the length of the shortest nucleotide sequence.

Functional Expression Classes
-----------------------------

To identify the main expression classes present in each species, the expression correlation matrices are constructed as described earlier for the ICC methodology. The gene classes are then constructed by calculating the Euclidean distance between each row of the correlation matrix, and the tree is built based on the inner squared distance of the clusters (Minimum variance algorithm of Matlab 2008a). The constructed tree is cut at 110 distance units for both organisms and the resulting gene sets are then grouped into classes.

Regulatory Network and Enrichment
---------------------------------

The regulatory interactions for the SFs and TFs for *E.coli* were both downloaded from RegulonDB v7.2 ([@mst029-B14]). This database contains targets for 176 TFs and 7 SFs. As there is no equivalent public collection for *S.* Typhimurium, the regulatory interactions for this species were predicted using the CRoSSeD motif detection algorithm ([@mst029-B37]). The known binding sites from RegulonDB were used to train models for all *E. coli* TFs with more than four binding sites, which also had a clear ortholog in *S.* Typhimurium with a conserved DNA-binding domain (protein similarity ≥ 90%). This resulted in 48 binding site models, of which 42 are for local TFs and 6 are for global TFs. The regulatory targets were then predicted by screening the *S.* Typhimurium intergenic region with these 48 binding site models and assigning the highest score found in a region to the adjacent genes while accounting for directionality. For our purposes, it was sufficient to assign the regulatory interactions to the top 30 potential target genes of the local TFs and the top 100 genes for the global TFs. For *S.* Typhimurium, this procedure resulted in 3,000 regulatory interactions, which can be found in [supplementary data set S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [Supplementary Material](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) online.

The calculation of TF enrichment on any set of genes is performed by calculating the hypergeometric statistic based on the known interactions for *E. coli* or the predicted interactions for *S.* Typhimurium. With Bonferroni multiple testing corrections, the *P* value cutoff for enrichment is 2.7 × 10^−4^ in *E. coli* (0.05/176 TFs + 7 SFs) and 1 × 10^−3^ in *S.* Typhimurium (0.05/48 TFs).

Additional Annotation Sources
-----------------------------

A high-level functional division of *E. coli* genes was used from [@mst029-B45], where several genes were characterized as involved in catabolism (186 genes), anabolism (339 genes), or central metabolism (109 genes) based on a metabolic network constructed from the literature.

The findings of [@mst029-B29] were used to identify a set of genes related to pathogenesis. In this study, a mutant library of *S.* Typhimurium genes was screened on its effect on long-term systemic infection in mice. A total of 120 genes were identified in this manner, of which 57 could be found in the core genome.

The direct and indirect regulatory targets of ArcA, an anaerobic and virulence regulator, for *S.* Typhimurium were taken from [@mst029-B13]. This study identified 392 genes whose expression changed in an *arcA* knock-out mutant of *S.* Typhimurium. Of these genes, only 221 were present in our core genome.

Co-Ortholog EC
--------------

To find the MS orthologs in the one-to-many cases we had ignored for the core genome, we used the one-to-one ortholog mapping from the results of [@mst029-B39], who classified the orthologs of *E. coli* and *S.* Typhimurium, among others, based on reciprocal best blast hits combined with a soft filtering by a Smith--Waterman alignment. This mapping consists of 3,125 ortholog pairs and is used to determine the MS co-ortholog in a set of co-orthologs (the one-to-many mappings). Other mappings based on other measures were also evaluated, and although some specific cases did change, the general conclusions remained the same. The EC score was then again calculated using the ICC methodology, with the exception that each core genome compendia is expanded by a single row of expression measurements for a single gene. This gene is the unique ortholog copy for one species and one of the co-orthologs in the other species. This entire procedure is iterated to get a score for every co-ortholog pair.

Supplementary Material
======================

[Supplementary material S1--S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [tables S1--S8](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), [figures S2](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) and [S3](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1), and [data sets S1--S4](http://mbe.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/molbev/mst029/-/DC1) are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online (<http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/>).
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